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02 / Faster 3D Scanning

34 blue laser lines to speed scanning 
up to 2,100,000 measurements/s,
Fine details scanning speed up to 
850,000 measurements/s.

01 / Blue Laser Technology

To adopt blue laser technology to 
improve fine-scan capacity and 
material adaptability dramatically.

03 / Ultra Fine Scanning

7 parallel blue laser lines can capture the details of product clearly, 
which greatly improves precision of the scan data.

04 / Hole Flash Capture

 First time to add our patented Hole Flash Capture 
technology into dynamic tracker scanning system. 

In order to improve adaptability and operation 
experience, we innovate the hole measurement 

accessories and integrate the function of automatic 
CAD alignment & RPS alignment in our software.

06 / Multi-tracker Scanning Solution

Multiple trackers with single scanner to extend measurement 
volume dramatically without any leapfrogs.

Multiple trackers with multiple scanners to increase the 
scanning efficiency dramatically and satisfy inline measurement 

requirements perfectly.

05 / Hybrid Scanning Mode
HyperScan Plus supports global scanning and portable scanning 

under the same coordination, and the dual scanning mode can 
be switched real-time by Intelligent interactive system, which is 

more adaptable to large and complex workpiece scanning. 

Product Introduction

Smart Optical Tracking 3D Scanner, HyperScan Plus, 
adopts blue laser technology with multiple working modes.
The standard scanning mode is equipped with 34 blue laser 
lines with scanning speed up to 2,100,000 measurements/
s, which improves the scanning efficiency dramatically; The 
Ultra-fine scanning mode has 7 parallel blue laser lines which 
features the surface details of the object; The hole flash 
capture technology can collect hundreds of hole center and 
coordination in seconds.

Product Features

To scan the place hard-to-reach well

Extra   Single  Blue Laser Line

To feature more details
Extra         Parallel Blue Laser Lines7

Adopts the newly updated industrial camera and light source
Total                 Blue Laser Lines42

Scanning speed up to 2,100,000 
measurements/s

Blue Laser Lines34

HyperScan Plus
Smart Optical Tracking 3D Scanner
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ZG-Probe Portable CMM

With unparalleled high precision , flexibility and adaptability, ZG-Probe is fully capable 
for quality control,reverse engineering and assembly analysis etc. Compared with the 
traditional CMM, ZG-Probe can work in different & complex environment outside laboratory 
for stable and accurate measurement.

ZG-Track Optical Tracking

Free of any strict measurement setups , 
provides measurement accuracy that is less 
sensitive to the changes in work shop condition, 
even in the harshest environment.

Smart Optical Tracking 
3D Laser Scanner

The powerful and complete optical tracking 
scanning system,  HyperScan Plus, supports 
global scanning and portable scanning under 
same coordination system. With faster scanning 
speed and high precision, it can accelerate 
3D scanning process specially for the field of 
automotive, heavy industry, casting mold etc. 

Intelligent Guidance Module

Just one simple click the button, all the scanning parameter will be set 
automatically without any concerns.

Built-in Measurement Toolbox

Built-in measurement toolbox support various dimensions and features 
measurements, also provide 3D comparison,data annotation and inspection 
report generation.

Intelligent Interactive System

Simple operation with built-in interactive buttons in scanner to choose 
scanning mode,calibrate and process scan data by simple buttons 
operations. 

Mesh Optimization and Local Resolution

To reduce the size of scan data & processing time and improve working 
efficiency dramatically.

High Res.

Low Res.

HyperScan Plus
Product Description

Software Features
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ZG FreeBox-S and ZG FreeBox-T are the newly launched wireless battery modules for HyperScan series 
scanners in ZG Technology, which matches for HyperScan and ZG-Tracker respectively. ZG FreeBox wireless 
battery modules adopts WIFI 5G technology to realize the wireless transmission and process of scan data, 
which completely cuts the traditional wired cable connection and enhance the stability and portability, 
especially suitable for large-scale, long-distance scanning and outdoor or complex environments.

Highly compatible with 
HyperScan Series (except 
HyperScan Lite).

ZG FreeBox series is designed 
as module accessory, the 
upgrade can be done by 
simple installation.

Wired connection is kept 
for more complex working 
environments.

HyperScan Series
Wireless Battery Module

Super-long scanning time, 
continuous working time up 
to 3 hours.

The working status is displayed 
in real time, and the operator can 
know the status of the equipment 
at all times.

Automatic shutdown in idle 
running to maximize the use time.

1 Wireless 
Connection

HyperScan+ZG FreeBox-S ZG-Track+ZG FreeBox-T

2 Wired 
Connection

HyperScan ZG-Track

ZG FreeBox-T

HyperScan Plus
Smart optical tracking 3D scannerZG-Track

ZG FreeBox-S




